Higher Wholesale Costs Force Walker Prices Up

Bothering wholesale food prices have forced a general five-cent boost in the Walker Memorial dining halls this year. Even the low cup of coffee has not escaped. Formerly a nickel, coffee is now a dime per cup. Even the price of tea has been raised a nickel. Matthew J. Kelly, assistant manager of the dining service, explains that while the increase for the most part is due to a higher wholesale price, the increased asked for should save the dining service from having to dip into the prize fund to cover expenses.

Contact System Suggested

Some people have suggested that meals be served on a contract basis in the Mezzo Hall, just as they are in the New Dorm. A similar system operated during the war years when 1,600 troops had to be served at a time. Of course the variety of meals available and the deduction on the contract basis would be drastically limited. The other hand, students would not be tempted to scrimp in meal and meat sandwich costs in the Walker Memorial dining halls as they are now. Of course the variety of meals available would be drastically limited. Of course the variety of meals available would be drastically limited. Of course the variety of meals available would be drastically limited.

A race on October 28th.

Competitors. Chuck Jackson, frosh...